Hey there,

Wondering if anyone else has seen the problem using CentOS 8 containers on 3.10.0-1127.8.2.vz7.158.8

Upon first SSH login in some amount of time (not sure exactly what this threshold is), the login appears to hang for 25 seconds before then completes the login successfully. When this occurs, /var/log/secure shows:

sshd[509788]: pam_systemd(sshd:session): Failed to create session: Connection timed out

This issue appears to be well documented here and even has a patch already committed to systemd here. According to comments in the pull request for the patch it was merged into systemd version 236:

> Or in other words, this has been merged after v235, and hence will be included in v236 as soon as that's released

Yet within CentOS 8 we can see that systemd is version 239: systemd-239-31.el8_2.2.x86_64

We're left wondering if perhaps this only remains a problem on OpenVZ.

Has anyone else seen this?

---

In the event anyone else comes across this, it appears to be solved by installing polkit:

```
yum -y install polkit
```

Installing polkit *also* fixed odd messages in /var/log/messages on servers running postfix and spamassassin. It makes me wonder if it should just be installed by default for all installs.